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Abstract
The stability relations of Pt and Pd antimonides and bismuthinides in the Sb- and Bi-bearing Fe-NiCu sulfide systems have been experimentally determined at temperatures between 1100 and 700 °C in
evacuated silica tubes. Both PtSb and PdSb are stable as immiscible liquids at temperatures above 1100
and 1000 °C, respectively. The Fe-Ni-Cu-sulfide melt that coexists with the immiscible antimonide melt
can dissolve up to 3.8 wt% Sb at 1100 °C, whereas monosulfide solid solution (mss) dissolves very low
amounts of Sb over the entire 1100–700 °C temperature range. The liquidus of Pt-antimonides and Pdantimonides are above 980 and 750 °C, respectively. Bismuth does not form immiscible melt at 1100 °C
but may partially partition into a vapor phase at 1050 °C. The Pt- and Pd-bismuthinides crystallize directly
from immiscible bismuthinide melt only after crystallization of the sulfide melt into intermediate solid
solution (iss). Insizwaite (PtBi2) and froodite (PdBi2) are stable at 780 and 700 °C, respectively. At the
last stage of evolution of Sb-bearing magmatic Fe-Ni-Cu sulfide melts, Sb will form immiscible antimonide melt that will extract Pt and Pd from the sulfide melt. During cooling, Pt and Pd-antimonides will
crystallize directly from the immiscible antimonide melt, and Pt-phases will form at higher temperatures
relative to Pd-phases. Bismuth will partition into vapor phase and concentrate into a low-temperature
melt in hydrothermal and porphyry systems that scavenge precious metals. The Sb and Bi (like Te) will
be highly incompatible at moderate degrees of mantle partial melting.
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Introduction
Antimony (Sb) and bismuth (Bi) are semimetals that may influence the behavior of platinum-group elements (PGE) in nature.
In base metal (Fe, Ni, Cu) sulfide systems, Sb and Bi behave
largely as cations under both oxidized and reduced conditions.
The partition coefficients of Sb and Bi between solid sulfide
phase (monosulfide solid solution, mss) and the sulfide melt
(Dmonosulfide solid solution/sulfide melt) are less than 10-2 (Helmy et al. 2010).
The two elements form stable intermetallic mineral phases with
Pt and Pd in Cu-Ni sulfide ores, especially in those that have
experienced extensive late-magmatic hydrothermal evolution
or metamorphic overprint (e.g., Helmy et al. 1995; Barkov et al.
2002; Spiridonov et al. 2015; O’Driscoll and González-Jiménez
2016). Known Pt and Pd antimonides comprise stumpflite (PtSb),
geversite (PtSb2), genkinite (Pt4Sb3), subduryite (PdSb), naldrettite
(Pd2Sb), ungavaite (Pd4Sb3), mertiete (Pd11Sb4), and stibiopalladinte (Pd5Sb2). The Pt and Pd bismuthinides comprise insizwaite
(PtBi2), froodite (PdBi2), polarite (PdBi), and sobolevskite (PdBi).
These minerals usually form micrometer-sized grains along
sulfide-silicate contacts, and inclusions in base metal sulfides
and silicates (Helmy et al. 1995; Barkov et al. 2002; Spiridonov
et al. 2015; O’Driscoll and González-Jiménez 2016, and many
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others). The Pt and Pd antimonides and bismuthinides are assumed
to be formed by the fractionation of a primary Cu-PGE-Sb-Birich sulfide liquid (Graham et al. 2017) by direct crystallization
from immiscible antimonide or bismuthinide melt (Holwell and
McDonald 2007).
In addition, Sb and Bi are important petrologic indicators in
mantle processes (e.g., involvement of subduction components
and crustal fluids, Scambelluri et al. 2014 and Jenner 2017). For
example, Noll et al. (1996) noted that arc magmas are enriched
in Sb relative to primitive mantle, which they attributed to supply
from subducted slabs. Hattori et al. (2002) attributed the low Sb
(and As) contents in sulfides from mantle wedges to short residence
of sulfides in the mantle wedge. They suggested that Sb (and As)
are removed from the mantle during partial melting leading to
low concentrations in sulfides in refractory mantle. The Sb and
Bi enrichment in back arc-basin basalts relative to MORB led
Jenner (2017) to suggest that these elements are mobile and that
their host phases (low-temperature sulfides and sulfosalts) in the
upper oceanic crust are unstable during subduction. Jenner (2017)
stated that the unstable host phases of Sb and Bi release these elements leading to their mobility during subduction. There is also
strong evidence that Sb can be added to magmas via contamination, usually along with As. For example, McDonald (2008) and
Hutchinson and Kinnaird (2005) attributed the Sb-As enrichment
of magmas at Lavatrafo, Madagascar, and in the Turfspruit sector
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